Comment On & Recommend Entries

Library Entries allow for social interaction in three ways (refer to the image below):

1. Similar to other approval metrics (e.g., "Liking" content on Facebook), you can click Recommend to recommend a Library Entry. The number of recommends is shown to the left, and is a link you can click to view each user who did so.

2. You and other users can give your feedback and other thoughts about an Entry and its content by posting comments. To do so, click Add. You can edit and delete any comments you've made using the associated pencil and trashcan buttons, while admins can modify and delete the comments made by others, if needed.

3. Down here, you and other users can also click Add to provide links to any related Entries or other content across your site, and even external links to related information outside your Higher Logic site. This is a great way to spread the word about related content and information that may be useful to other users.